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Set Thursday, due Monday: Continuing on from last week, Year 8's will be working on two tasks each week from Drama. One will be working on their poem for the annual Daisy 
Hardy Competition, the other will be taking part in the Summer Drama Challenges series. For the Summer Drama Challenges, each week the pupils must take part in one of the 
Drama challenges (more details on the PowerPoint attached to the assignment). They must complete 10 points worth of challenges each week, the top three each week will receive 
a commendation and the winner overall will receive an academic award and an edible reward of their choice. Good luck! 

Continuing on with the Year 8 topic of the 'Music Explorers - Listening Project', you will be exploring two new genres of music this week and trying to gain some experience and 
knowledge about what is involved for each genre. You will be completing all of your work in the Teams Assignments area (where you will find more details), but this task should take 
roughly 1 hour to complete, you then should use your final 20 minutes of the lesson to complete one of the extension tasks (detailed on page 5 of the document). Your work should 
be submitted by Monday the 15th June to the Assignments area and I will be providing feedback by the time you have your next lesson. There will be a group chat at 1:30pm to 
make sure you all understand what you have to do and can ask any questions. I will also be available on chat during your lesson time (Thursday 1-3pm) and also my twilight session 
(Wednesday 4pm-6pm).

Look around your house. What do you or your family members have a collection of? Try and find at least 4 of the ‘same thing’. Pot plants? A drawer full of keys? Fridge magnets? 
Biscuits? Make a line drawing using pen or pencil of the four items you have selected. 20mins. Set up a still life of a pair of shoes you can find in your house, and use pencil to make a 
drawing. OR If you would rather do a guided drawing and have access to a printer, print out the worksheet. Draw what you see into each square. Spend about 45 minutes on this 
task. Due date 15th June.

Subjects

Physics : continuing with the Farm project we will be investigating using "biomass" to generate energy, some of it from a quite unexpected source!  
Chemistry: You have investigated the amount of metals used, but where does it come from.  We know of the Iron age and bronze age, why was there no aluminium age? 
Biology project will will look at how pesticides and insecticides are used. Task 1 hour tutorial call at 10 am Friday
Continuing the new topic of coasts, this week the group will need to watch a video they can find on YouTube on coastal processes. All of the information is on their task sheet that 
they will get on Thursday. The video and related questions/tasks should take about an hour and there are a couple of textbook questions to do as well (max 30 minutes). We will 
meet at 10.00am to discuss any issues. Due Monday 15th at 1.00pm.

Pupils will be looking at the events that led to the "Glorious Revolution" and asking the question was it glorious, and for whom?

This week we will continue working on the theme of 'La Technologie' . You will need your sentence builder. There will be a tutorial on Monday 11.15am (45 mins) where we will 
work on pronunciation and listening skills. Written work will be based on the SB and there will be either a textivate or LGym assignment to recycle vocabulary. Hand in date Friday 
12th June 4pm

Start looking at how to code "Turtle Graphics" with Python.  There are similarities to Logo that pupils covered in Year 7.  Videos explain how to do all the tasks.  Online meeting on 
12/6 at 2pm. Deadline Wed 17/6.

Year 8 are starting a new topic this week: Clothes. They will be learning the names for some items of clothing and revise the colours. They will write sentences like “I am wearing a 
coat. It is purple.” Our online tutorial is on Monday at 10am (ca.40 minutes), hand in all work (55 minutes) by Thursday, 6pm.  

Week Commencing 08/06/2020

Hi! This week we still have our 2 options: short story writing or The Hobbit. We are also going to be looking at a couple of poems as the great Daisy Hardy Poetry Competition is 
coming up!

Laura's work will be released on Tuesday with Year 9. Join the video call at 10.15am to read the final chapter of Dracula together! Then complete the comprehension and written 
tasks on the assignment set. All work due on Wednesday at 12noon. 

Task 1) Weekly skills check (40 mins) Task 2) "Translate" the joke! (40 mins) Task 3) This task will move into next weeks task. If you can measure and convert each to scale. DO NOT 
start making the design (20 minutes)


